Stabilization of gold and silver nanoparticles for LSPR sensing operating in both visible and near-IR regimes in high salt concentration environments
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We describe an LSPR sensor based on cap-shaped noble metal nanoparticles, prepared with a metal film on nanospheres (MFON) method. In contrast to the standard MFON, we use randomly adsorbed nanospheres that significantly facilitate the fabrication process without any sacrifice in performance. Moreover, adding a 20 nm thick Au layer beneath the nanosphere layer was found to lead to a pronounced increase in the absorption peak. The nanosphere diameter is typically 100–150 nm with the top metal layer thickness in the range of 20 nm. These samples are characterized by peaks both in visible and near-IR regimes. The near-IR peak has refractive index dependence greater than 500 nm/RIU, some four times better than the visible peak. While the improved sensitivity is very encouraging, we need to overcome a number of technical challenges before we can implement the sensor for characterization of antibodies as pharmaceuticals; in particular the presence of NaCl leads to an overall drift in the peak wavelength which is attributed to change in nanoparticle morphology. We have solved this problem by coating nanoparticles with a layer of various thiol molecules. Those thiols were either sublimed or vaporized. Vaporized 1-butanethiol was found to be better at protecting the nanosphere layer. We also found that the same set of thiol treatments could stabilize Ag nanoparticles which are normally considered as too reactive for use as a sensor material. We foresee applications such as in-situ characterization of antibodies while still in the fermentation process or immediately prior to use.
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